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10 CFR 50.73
August 25, 1992

Docket No. 50-348

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission f
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Joseph M. farley Nuclear Plant - Unit 1
Licensee Event Report No. LER 92-003-00

Gentlemen:

Joseph M. farley Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, Licensee Event Report No. LER
92-003-00 is being submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73. If you
have any questions, please advise.

Respectfully submitted,

.skM) arw\
JD Woodard7

EfB: map 2059

Enclosure

cc: Mr. S. D. Ebneter
Mr. G. F. Maxwell
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At 1724 on 7-28 92, augrnented testing of the B1F sequencer was being performed
using operations procedure FNP 1 STP 80.3 in conjunction with 160
(Instrumentation and Controls) procedure FNP 0 STP 226.1A. During performance
of this testing an inadvertent actuation of the 1A motor driven auxiliary
feedwater pump (MDAFP) and the 1A residual heat removal (RHR) pump (ESP
equipment) occurred. The control room operators verified the pwnps were not
required and secured them. This event was caused by a co# ination of inadequate
procedural guidance and cognitive personnel error. The ESF loads received a
start signal due to the following combination of actions:

a) the incorrect placement of a jumper which caused unintentional defeattug of
circuitry designed to prevent an :nadvertent actuation of ESF components,
b) the inadvertent depressing of the sequencer test recet pushbutton,
c) the depressing of the ESS sequencer test pushbutton as part of scheduled
testing.

The operator involved vill be coached on self-verification and using all
indications to verify cr.pected conditions. Procedures have been revised to
require verification that the red test light is cn prior to performing each test
cycle. 16C proceaure FNP-0 STP-226.1A has been revised to more clearly specify
the required jumper connection points, 16C procedure writers have been coached
to p ovide adequate guidance when developing new procedures. Personnel
responsibic for installation of jumpers will be instructed to ensure specific
guidance is available prior to installation of the jumper (s).
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Plant and System Identification

Westinghouse Pressurized Vater Reactor
Energy Industry Identification System codss are identified in the text as [XX).

Summary _of Event

At 1724 on 7-28 92, augmented t estinr, r.,f the BlF sequencer [JE] was being
performed using opera? ions procedure FNP 1 STP 80.3 in conjunction with 16C
procedure TNP 0 STP 226.lA. During performance of this tecting an inadvertent
actuation of the 1A HDAFP and the 1A PJIR pump (ESF equipment) occurred. The
control room operators verified the pwvps were not required and secured them.

Description

7 28-92, augrnented :.esting of the B1F sequencer was being performedAt t i /- . , . .

using operations procedure rNp.1-STP-80.3 and 16C procedure FNP 0 STP 226,1A.
The operations procr -ure times the sequencer stepping usityg a stop watch. The
16C procedure times the sequencer stepping using electronic test equipment.
160 personnel in the control room prepared the electronic test equipment to
record the times for the sequencer steps. The operator at the sequencer panel
placed the sequencer in the test mode (indicated by an illuminated red test
light), informed the I6C personnel in the control room that the test would be
commenced, and initiated the first sequencer test cycle by depressing the
Engineered Safety Systems (ESS) sequencer test pushbutton. At the end of timing
the first test cycle, the operator mistakenly pressed the test reset pushbutton
instead of the lamp reset pushbutton as instructed in the operations procedure.
The operator then depressed the ESS sequencer test pushbutton to initiate the
next testing sequence per the operations procedure. At this point, the 1A MDAFP
and the 1A RHR pumps started. The control room operators verified the HDAFP and
RHR pumps were not required and secured them.

,

It was noted, by an observer of the test at the sequencer panel, that the
sequencer red test light went out when the operator pushed what the operator
believed to be the ESS lamp reset pushbutton at the end of the first test cycle.
This confirmed that the ESS lamp reset pushbutton was in fact deprenscd.

When informed by test personnel that the sequencer had been removed from .he
test mode for the second test cycle, the Shif t Supervisor concluded that this
caused the ESF actuation. Based on this, he directed the sequencer be returned
to the test mode and testing be continued. The sequencer testing was completed
without any additional starts of ESF equipment.
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TEXT

At the completion of the ESS portion of the test and prior to the commencement
of the Loss of Offsite Power (LOSp) portion of the test, 160 personnel informed
the operator at the sequencer panol that the electronic timer equiptnent had not
recorded all the required data for the six ESS test cycles. At this point,
additional investigation was performed. It waa discovered that one of the
jumpers used by 16C had been connected to the wrong side of an open sliding link
terminal block in the sequencer panel. This was the reason the electronic test
equipreent did not receive the test signal.

Subsequently, it was determined that the design of the sequencer circuitry saa
such that depressing the test pushbuttons at the sequencer panel should not
cause an inadvertent actuation of LSF equipraent even with the sequencer out of
the test mode. Following this discovery, all ocouencer testing was stopped and
additional invest' 'ation of all circumstances related to the sequencer test was
begun.

A team of individuale including personnel from tne Generating Plant Technical
Services group, Bechtel, Plant Design Modification, Southet.i Company Services
and the Maintenance Engineering Support Group was directed to fully investigate
the event. The cause of the event was concluded following this review.

i

A four hour report was made to the NRC at 1920 on 7-28-92. The NRC Resident
inspector was notified at approximately 1936.

Cy of Event

This event was caused by a combination of inadequate procedural guidance and
coEnitive personnel error. This resulted in the 16C journeyman incorrectly
installing a jurnper, which defeated the design feature for preventing an
inadvertent actuation of ESP componer.ts with the sequencer out of the test mode.

The design of the sequencer circuitry is such that improper manipulation of the
test pushbuttons at the sequencer penel should at cause an inadvertent
actuation even with the seqaencer out of the test mode. The contactt. which
prevent this inadvertent operation were rendered inoperable t.y the incorrret
jumper installation.

The operator it. advertently depressed the t.st reset pushbutton and caused the
sequencer to come out of test. The ESS lamp reset and test reset pus % uttons
are in close proximity. Other possible causes considered by the review team for
the inadvoctent starts of the ESF equipment were U intermittent failure of
relays in the sequencer circuitry or loose connections for seqwmeer components.

_ _ _ _ _
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Testing was canducted on all relays and associated wiring thac could have
possibly caused an inadvertent actuation of the ESP equipment but all the relays
tested satisfactorily. No loose connections were found that could account for
the FSF actuation. Based on the review and testing, an intermittent failure was
considered unlikely. As a precautionary tocasure, the four relays which would
have had to have failed to cause this event, were replaced.

Reportability Analysis and Safety Assessment

This event is reportable because of the automatic actuation of ESF equipment.
The "A" train MDAFP and the 'A" train RilR pump started from the sequencer.
With the exception of the "A" train hydrogen dilution fan, all other ESF
equipmenc that would have received a start signal from this actuation was -

already running.

The *A" train hydrogen dilution fan breaker did not close five minutes after the
other ESF loads starte.l. The associated start timing relays were recalibrated

I and thr, f an r2 turned to operable status on 7 31 92 af ter satisf actory testing.
Since the fan has the capability of bein& started manually and guidance exists
in the emergency operating procedures, there is no impact on the safety f unction
of this equipment. This agastat timing concern is being reviewed for relays

; installed in safety related applications in conjunction with Unit 2 LER 92-009.

There was no effect on the health and safety of the public.

Corrective Action

The operator involved will be coached on self-verification and using all
indications to verify expected conditions. Procedures have been revised to
require verification that the red test light is on prior to performing each test
cycle. The Shift Supervisor involved was coached on the need to fully

,

' invertigage s'.1 abnormal circumrtances related to an activity or test prior to
continuing the activity. I6C'proceduu FNP 0 STP 226.1A was also revised t.o
clarify the required jumper connection peints. 160 procedure writers have been
coached to provide adequate guidance whlvi developing new procedures,

i

Guidelines for Operations, Paintenance and Plant Modifications Department
procedures have been revised to ensure adequate guidance is provided when
installing jmpers. Personnel responsible for installation of jumpers will bc
instruc.ted to ensure specific guidance is availab' prior to installation of

,
' jumpers.

The agastats responsible for the inoperable hydrogen dilution fan will be
ratested during the Unit I refueling outage which is scheduled to commence this
fall.

Appropriate plant personnel will be briefed on the lessons learned from this
event.
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.dditional tsiforenation^

other inadverter.t ESP actuation events involving personnel error were icported
i in Unit 1 IS.Rs 85<003 00, 88 024 00 and Unit 2 LERs 87 005 00 and 87-006 00.
F

l'
This event woula ;ot have been niore severe if it had occurred under different !
operating conditions.
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